MAINE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
Historic Farmstead Survey Cover Form

1. PROPERTY NAME (HISTORIC): ____________________________________________

2. PROPERTY NAME (OTHER): ____________________________________________

3. STREET ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________

4. TOWN: ______________________ 5. COUNTY: ______________________

6. DATE RECORDED: ______________________ 7. SURVEYOR: ______________________

8. OWNER NAME: _______________________________________________________
   ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________

48. PRIMARY USE (PRESENT):
   _ RESIDENTIAL _ ANIMAL HUSBANDRY _ AGRICULTURE _ MIXED USE _ OTHER ______________________

49. FARM ACREAGE ______________________ 50. NUMBER OF STRUCTURES AND SITES ON FARM (INCLUDING HOUSE) ______________________

51. INVENTORY NUMBERS FOR SURVEYED BUILDINGS

52. LIST ANY STRUCTURE OR SITE NOT INDIVIDUALLY RECORDED ON A SURVEY FORM. PLEASE ASSIGN EACH STRUCTURE OR SITE A LETTER AND LABEL ON SKETCH MAP ON BACK AND PHOTOGRAPH. INCLUDE ALL EXISTING STRUCTURES - SUCH AS COOPS, PIT SILOS, BEE HIVES, GARAGES, STONE WALLS, PRIVIES AND COTTAGES - AND NOTE ANY THAT HAVE BEEN REMOVED OVER THE YEARS (FOUNDATION HOLES).

53. HISTORICAL USE:

53. DOCUMENTED DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: ______________________

54. ESTIMATED DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: ______________________

55. DATE MAJOR ADDITIONS/ALTERATIONS: ______________________

56. ORIGINAL OWNER: ____________________________________________________

57. CULTURAL/ETHNIC AFFILIATION:
   _ ENGLISH _ FRENCH ACADIAN _ NATIVE AMERICAN _ SCOTTISH _ FRENCH CANADIAN _ EAST EUROPEAN _ IRISH _ OTHER ______________________

58. COMMENTS/SOURCES: _________________________________________________

59. DO HISTORICAL DRAWINGS OR MAPS EXIST: _ YES _ NO LOCATION: ______________________

60. HAS THE SAME FAMILY FARMED THIS PROPERTY FOR MORE THAN 100 YEARS? _______ 61. BEGINNING WHEN? ______________________

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

62. SITE INTEGRITY: _ ORIGINAL _ MOVED DATE MOVED ______________________

63. SETTING: _ RURAL/UNDISTURBED _ RURAL/BUILT UP _ SMALL TOWN _ URBAN _ SUBURBAN

64. QUADRANGLE MAP USED:_______________________________________________
   QUADRANGLE #: _______________________________________________________

65. UTM NORTING: _______________________________________________________

66. UTM EASTING: _______________________________________________________ 

67. FACADE DIRECTION (CIRCLE ONE): N _ S _ E _ W _ NE _ NW _ SE _ SW

=================================================================================

DATE ENTERED IN INVENTORY: ______________________ PHOTO FILE #: ______________________

NR STATUS: _ L _ HD _ E _ NE _ ND _ REVIEWER: ______________________

DATA SOURCE: _ HPF _ CLG _ R&C _ STAFF _ STATE SURVEY _ OTHER: ______________________ LEVEL OF SURVEY: _ R _ I 

MHPC USE ONLY